Introduction
The aim of this article is to study the non linear actions of a Lie group in a (complex) Banach space. It seems that such a general treatment did not appear up to now. Most of the research connected with this subject is either geometrical, in which case the differentiability conditions are too strong (when the space is not finite dimensional) to apply even for linear representation, or related to the theory of partial differential equations, in which case the Lie group is the real line.
Given a Frechet space E, we denote by J^ (E) the space of the w-linear continuous mappings from E" into E. When E is a Banach space, if we denote by By the open ball of radius r, oSf^ (E) is a Banach space with the norm |[/[| = sup |[/(Bi x ... xB^) |[. We denote by/the polynomial associated with the ^-linear mapping/. The set SF (E) of formal power series of the type ^ /", with /" e oSfn (E), is a complex vector space. n^i DEFINITION \. -A formal representation (S, E), of a real Lie group G, in a Frechet space E, is a morphism S from G to the group of the invertible elements, for the composition law in 3F (E), such that, if Sg = ^ S^ (g e G) and (p, e E (1 ^ i ^ n), the mappings n^l ->S^((pi, ...,(?") are measurable for every n ^ 1.
The fact that S is a morphism is equivalent to the set of equations (i) s^= Z s^ E s^®...®^.
l^P^n (i+...+fp=n
In particular S 1 is a strongly measurable (and therefore continuous when E is a Banach space) linear representation of G in E; (S 1 , E) will be called the free part of (S, E).
In Section 1, we prove (Prop. 1) that in Definition 1 we can replace measurable by continuous when E is a Banach space. 
-An analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach space E, is a formal representation such that there exists a neighbourhoodV of the identity in G such that Sg = ^ S^ is an analytic mapping in a neighbourhood Vg of the origin
n^i in E for every g e V.
In Section 2, we prove (Lemma 2) that the neighbourhood of the origin in E can be taken independent of g in V. Moreover we prove (Corol. 1) that if the neighbourhood of the origin is taken small enough, V can contain any given bounded set in G. We then introduce the notion of smooth representation (Def. 6) and prove for these representations differentiability properties which will be utilized in Section 4.
Given an analytic mapping A == ^ A", A" e JSf,, (E), in a neighbourhood of the n^i origin in the Banach space E, A is an analytic isomorphism around the origin if and only if A 1 is an automorphism of E. Such an equivalence is obviously an equivalence relation. In Section 5, we prove (Prop. 5) that every analytic representation is equivalent to a smooth representation.
Given two elements A = ^ A" and B = ^ B" in ^ (E), we define a new element
here o^ is the symmetrization operator on the projective tensor product E ® E ® ... ® E (n times) defined by <y^((pi ® ... ® (pn) = -E (po(i) ® ... ® q><,(») n ' o e ®n for every n ^ 1, (pi, ..., q>n e E and ©" is the group of permutations of n elements. The composition law (A,B)-^A*B from ^'(E)x^'(E) to ^(E) is bilinear.
Define [A, B]^ = A » B-B » A. We shall see in Section 4 that the complex vector space y (E) becomes a Lie algebra for this bracket. n particular (SS E) is a linear representation of g in E; (SS E) will be called the free part of (S, E). In Section 4, we prove (Prop. 7) that it is possible, under a technical assumption, to differentiate a formal representation of a real Lie group G and to get a formal represen-NON UNBAR REPRESENTATIONS 407 tation of its Lie algebra. When the group representation is smooth, this Lie algebra representation is not only formal in the sense of formal power series, but acts as functions on a subset in the space of the differentiable vectors of the free part of the smooth representation (Prop. 8).
In Section 5, we make the passage from the Lie algebra to the Lie group (integrability).
DEFINITION 5. -An analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach space E is called banal if it is equivalent to a linear representation.
In Section 6, we prove that any analytic representation of a semi-simple Lie group in a finite-dimensional space is banal, and that any analytic representation of a nilpotent Lie group, the free part of which is a non trivial unitary irreductible representation, is banal. The first result, which was a conjecture of Palais and Smale, was initially proved by Guillemin and Sternberg [4] , by different technics.
As one can see from the definitions, the representations we consider leave the origin invariant. We did not look at a more general situation. Many propositions given for analytic representations have their counter part in formal representations. We did not give them here to avoid a too heavy formulation.
Formal representations
Given a Frechet (resp. Banach) space E, we denote by ( §)" E the projective tensor product of E by itself w-times; En = © (( §) 1 E) is a Frechet (resp. Banach) space. We define i=l the (algebraic) vector space E == (J En. The set L (E) of all linear endomorphisms n^i of E, leaving En invariant for every n ^ 1 and continuous on En, is a complex algebra.
We shall keep the same notation for an element in J^n (E) and its canonical identification with an element of oSf (( §)" E, E).
We define a mapping A : ^ (E) -> L (E) in the following way : if A = ^ A"; n^i
for every n ^ 1 and (pi, ...,(?" in E.
One easily sees that A (AB) = A (A) A (B) and that the mapping A is one to one. Given a formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G, the mapping g -» Sg = A (Sg) is a homomorphism from G into the group of the invertible elements in L (E). (S, E) will be called the linear representation associated with (S, E).
Proof.
, E) is a continuous representation (resp. an analytic representation when E is finite dimensional). Suppose that the result is true for 1 ^p ^ n-l. Since Sjg^ is 
2). Suppose it is true for
is C 00 from GxGxE^ to E^. From identity (1) we have
Multiplying on the left by S^-i, we get that the mapping, is C°° from V;, x ¥" x E^ to E and therefore takes its values in E^. Therefore R^ e ^ (EJ and, deriving B" with respect to the variable g\ we get that g -» R^ ((p) is C°° from V,; to E^ for every (p e E^. Consequently g -> S^ ((p) == S^ R^ ((p) is C°° from ¥" to E^. It results then from relation (1) that g-^ S^ ((p) is C°° from G to E^. Then obviously (^(p)^S^((p) is C 00 from GxE^ to E,.
This lemma will be utilized in Section 4. 1/rg = lim sup || S^ I) 17 " is lower semi-continuous on U. Choose a symmetric neighbourhood Ui of the identity in G such that Ui. U\ <= U.
There exist a non empty open set U2 in U\ and X ^ 0 such that r^ ^ X on U^. Then, if 0 < \i < 'k and geV^ define Ag = ^ ji" || S^ |[< +00. The mapping g^Ag n^i being lower semi-continuous on U^, there exist a non empty open set U3 c: U^ and K > 0 such that Ag ^ K for every geV^ Therefore [[S^[|^Kp.~" for every geUa. By modifying K and p we have the same result in a non empty set U4 in U^1. Therefore the result holds on Us == U4 u U^1 which is symmetric.
It results from (1) Q.E.D. Proof. -(1) There exist a symmetric neighbourhood V of the identity in G and r > 0 such that the mapping g -> Rg is C°° from V to ^f, (E). Therefore (g, (p) -> Rg (<p) = F, (R^, (p) is C°° from VxB,. to E.
PROPOSITION 2. -G'fv^n an analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach space E and a left invariant Riemannian metric d on
Consider the mapping A: ^f, (E)xExB,-)-E defined for all Re^f,(E), (peE, v|/eB,., by A(R, (p, \|/) = R(\|/)-(p. It is a C°° function and we have the derivative D^(^O)A = I-Therefore, by the implicit functions theorem, there exist r' > 0 and a C°° function u : ^ x B,., -> E (^;, is the ball of radius r' around I in Jf,. (E)) such that R(^(R, (p)) = (p. Now we choose V small enough such that g->Rg-i is C 00 from V to ^. We have Rg-i (u(Rg-, (p)) = (p. So, if r' is taken small enough, the function (g, 9) -> S^ S^-i (p is C 00 from VxB,, to E.
(2) The mapping R ~> R" is C°° from ^, (E) into ^ (E), so that g -> R" is C°° from V toJ^(E).
Q.E.D.
DEFINITION 7. --Given an analytic representation {S, E) of G m a Banach space E, a differentiable vector of (S, E) is a vector (p e E .s-McA that g-^Sg ((p) ^ C
00 from a neighbourhood of the identity in G into E. Suppose that g is taken in an open neighbourhood U of the identity in G, such that K.U <= V: the mapping g->T^-i AT, is C°° from U to ^,(E). Therefore (S\ E) is a smooth representation of G. Obviously the restriction of S' to K is linear and (S', E) is equivalent to (T, E) and therefore to (S, E).
PROPOSITION 6. -Given an analytic representation (S, E) of G in a Banach space E, there exist r > 0 and a neighbourhood V of the identity in G such that the mapping (g, (p) -> Sy ((p) is continuous from VxB,. to E.
Proof. -(S, E) is equivalent to a smooth representation (S', E), and since the latter has the desired property, so does (S, E).
Passage from the Lie group to the Lie algebra
Given a Frechet space E, we define a linear mapping dA: 3F (E) -> L (E) as following: if A = ^ A" and (pi, ..., (?" e E, p^i 
Consequently the bracket [ , ]^ defines a Lie algebra structure on ^(E).
Given a formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie algebra 9 in E, the mappinĝ -^8^= JA(S^) is a homomorphism from 9 into the Lie algebra of the associative algebra L (E). (S, E) will be called the linear representation associated with (S, E).
Given a linear continuous representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G, we denote by (rfS, E^) its differential defined on the space E^ of the differentiable vectors. for every x e 9.
Since d S^ and rf S^ are linear in x e 9, we find by induction, using (5) , that d S^ is linear in x e 9 for every n ^ 1. dSy is an operator defined on E^ n By with values in E^.
Remark. -A formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie algebra 9 in a Frechet space E can easily be extended to a representation (S', E) of the complexified ^ of 9-If moreover (S, E) is an analytic representation of 9 in a Banach space E, the series V Sd efines an analytic mapping around the origin in E for every x e (^-" ^ Denote ^ = ^ (E) (resp. ^ (E^) n ^ (E)). We have T? e ^ and the mapping t -> R? = LL, T^ from R to ^ has a derivative. Define R,= E R? and A, = ^ U_,S;(®"U,).
n^l n^2
For every n ^ 1, we have j-nn Choose now a neighbourhood V of the identity in G such that V.V is a normal neighbourhood.
